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Star Born is the second book of the so-called "Pax/Astra" series, written by the famous science-fiction
literature author Andre Norton, presents the adventures of a descendent of the Free Scientists who escaped
the regime of terror Pax imposed on Earth.The protagonist, named Dalgard, has Dard Norris, the central
character of the first book in the series, as ancestor, inheriting from him the great desire of knowing new
things and going to unexplored places. He leaves in an initiation journey, having his friend, Ssussuri of the
native population of mermen, as travelling companion.In the mean time, Earth has been freed from the
tyrannical domination of Pax and it is now ruled by a democratic government. Sending a starship to other
planets possibly inhabited by those who fled from Terra, with the mission of bringing them the news about
Pax's fall, is among the first things the new leaders do.Dalgard and Ssussuri are taken prisoners by Those
Others, a human-like race, the possessors of an incredibly sophisticated technology that they use almost
exclusively for making weapons and hunting down the mermen, seen as mere animals.A deep disgust and
strong disapproval are the two reactions Those Others have when they see a human and a merman being
friends, so they decide to throw Dalgard into an arena, to serve as food for some huge beasts looking like
dinosaurs.
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From reader reviews:

Mike Munguia:

The book Star Born can give more knowledge and also the precise product information about everything you
want. So why must we leave the good thing like a book Star Born? A number of you have a different opinion
about publication. But one aim this book can give many facts for us. It is absolutely proper. Right now, try to
closer with your book. Knowledge or information that you take for that, it is possible to give for each other;
you may share all of these. Book Star Born has simple shape however you know: it has great and large
function for you. You can appearance the enormous world by start and read a reserve. So it is very
wonderful.

Charlotte Gambrel:

That book can make you to feel relax. This particular book Star Born was bright colored and of course has
pictures around. As we know that book Star Born has many kinds or variety. Start from kids until teenagers.
For example Naruto or Private investigator Conan you can read and believe that you are the character on
there. Therefore not at all of book tend to be make you bored, any it offers you feel happy, fun and relax. Try
to choose the best book for you personally and try to like reading that will.

Manuel Arndt:

Reserve is one of source of understanding. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but
native or citizen will need book to know the upgrade information of year to year. As we know those
publications have many advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, could also bring us to around the
world. By book Star Born we can consider more advantage. Don't you to be creative people? For being
creative person must like to read a book. Just choose the best book that ideal with your aim. Don't end up
being doubt to change your life with that book Star Born. You can more attractive than now.

Joaquin Bedard:

Some individuals said that they feel bored stiff when they reading a e-book. They are directly felt this when
they get a half portions of the book. You can choose the book Star Born to make your reading is interesting.
Your personal skill of reading skill is developing when you including reading. Try to choose straightforward
book to make you enjoy to read it and mingle the opinion about book and looking at especially. It is to be
first opinion for you to like to open a book and read it. Beside that the publication Star Born can to be a
newly purchased friend when you're experience alone and confuse using what must you're doing of the time.
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